SHOES
With Formal Uniform are to be:
• All black (no writing or patterns)
• Non-pervious upper (ie canvas shoes are not acceptable)
With Sport Uniform are to be:
• All black jogger style OR
• Jogger (as per Sport Uniform conditions)

APPEARANCE
• Hair to be natural tone
• Hair ornaments to be College colours
• Make up and nail polish to be natural looking
• False nails/fillers must be of natural length and colour

JEWELLERY
• Facial piercings are to be non-visible
• Ear piercings are to be simple stud or sleeper earrings

HATS
• A Prep hat is to be worn by Prep students while outside
• A College bucket hat is to be worn by Primary and Junior school students while outside
• A College bucket hat is strongly recommended to be worn by Senior school students while outside

WINTER UNIFORM
• A College unisex polar fleece jacket is available
• Girls may wear navy or black tights

FORMAL SHOES

SPORT SHOES

STUDENT DRESS CODE

Chancellor State College
www.chancellorsc.eq.edu.au
Full details of our Uniform Policy can be found on the College website and in the Student Diary.
PRIMARY

FORMAL UNIFORM
Must be worn to school EVERY day except on PE and sports days.

Boys – Chancellor navy formal shirt or Chancellor unisex polo shirt to be worn with either Chancellor navy unisex shorts or long pants.

Girls – Chancellor blouse or Chancellor unisex polo shirt to be worn with Chancellor navy skort, navy unisex shorts or long pants. A dress is also available.

Visible all white socks and totally black shoes that have non-pervious uppers which cover the entire foot.

SPORTS UNIFORM
Chancellor unisex polo shirt with Chancellor shorts or skorts to be worn on days of PE. For official sports days and sport house events the Chancellor unisex polo shirt or a shirt in the relevant house colour can be worn.

Visible all white socks and totally black jogger style shoes which cover the entire foot. Joggers of colours other than black can be worn but students must change into the coloured joggers at the time of the class and change back into their black shoes following the class. Casual/canvas street shoes are not appropriate.

JUNIOR SECONDARY

FORMAL UNIFORM
Must be worn to school EVERY day except on HPE or Sports Carnivals.

Boys – Chancellor jade/navy shirt to be worn over Chancellor navy unisex shorts or long pants.

Girls – Chancellor jade/navy blouse to be worn over Chancellor navy/jade inverted pleated skirt or Chancellor formal navy shorts or long pants.

Visible all white socks and totally black shoes that have non-pervious uppers which cover the entire foot.

SPORTS UNIFORM
To be worn on days of HPE or Sports Carnivals.

Chancellor navy sport shirt with Chancellor navy sports shorts.

Visible all white socks and totally black jogger style shoes which cover the entire foot. Joggers of colours other than black can be worn but students must change into the coloured joggers at the time of the class and change back into their black shoes following the class. Casual/canvas street shoes are not appropriate.

SENIOR SECONDARY

FORMAL UNIFORM
Must be worn to school EVERY day except on HPE or Sports Carnivals.

Boys – Chancellor white shirt to be worn over Chancellor navy unisex shorts or long pants.

Girls – Chancellor white blouse with school tie to be worn over Chancellor navy box pleat skirt or formal navy shorts or long pants.

Visible all white socks and totally black shoes that have non-pervious uppers which cover the entire foot.

SPORTS UNIFORM
To be worn on days of HPE or Sports Carnivals.

Chancellor white sport shirt with Chancellor navy sports shorts.

Visible all white socks and totally black jogger style shoes which cover the entire foot. Joggers of colours other than black can be worn but students must change into the coloured joggers at the time of the class and change back into their black shoes following the class. Casual/canvas street shoes are not appropriate.

HOUSE COLOURS
- GOOROY Ringtail Possum
- GULA Koala
- MARI Kangaroo
- WARUMA Red Breasted Eagle